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Seventeen-year-old Martin is the only survivor of a school-bus ambush in the African jungle. He tries to build a future on his
own in a new country with no memory of his past. But one of his attackers has sworn revenge, and he will do anything to track
the runaway to his prey. Join the Nubian Adventures and unravel the mystery of Piedra - the Lost Jungle. In 1905, in the heart
of Africa, the Civil Service in Belgium sends young Albin Van Hagenstroom to replace his sick father in a remote and
ungovernable area, the Nubian Jungle. Before leaving, he learns from his friends and brother that this region is inhabited by
huge dinosaur monsters, a dinosaur that's never been seen and a dinosaur that no one knows anything about. The Nubian
Adventures is a light adventure for kids, but who isn't afraid of the dark? I am! In her first adventure, Jacky reads a story written
by the invisible narrator. In Sieht man hinter dir, Kind und Braut (2017), she follows the secret journeys of Johanna and Marc,
who are searching for happiness in the dark. She shows how it is important to protect oneself from the evil eye, and how the
mysterious silhouette of the Folklore Woman can save a happy ending. Rabid is not your average dog! He has seven different
tails, and he is just as proud of his multi-colored coat as he is of his wickedly smiling face. What a blast for your little boy to
join Rabid in this fun, illustrated new story! Luna has been locked away in a secret prison for years. She is imprisoned in a bed
of ice, and will remain frozen until the heartless Ice King can find a way to melt it. But Luna knows she is special. She has a
secret identity. She is the Ice Princess, and she needs to find the people who belong to her secret world. Her greatest hope is to
find her friend, the Princess Pea. Luna cannot be trapped by the Ice King forever! When Timmy sets out to fulfill his biggest
dream of all, he finds out that big things can be both scary and exciting. Luckily, he is accompanied by a very smart fox. The
interactive choose your own adventure f 82157476af
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